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Randi Davenport’s story is a testament to human fortitude, to hope, and to a mother’s
uncompromising love for her children. She had always worked hard to provide her family with a
sense of stability and strength, despite the challenges of having a son with autism and a
husband whose erratic behavior sometimes puzzled and confused her.But eventually, Randi’s
husband slipped into his own world and permanently out of her family’s. And at fifteen, her son
Chase entered an unremitting psychosis—pursued by terrifying images, unable to recognize his
own mother, unwilling to eat or even talk—becoming ever more tortured and
unreachable.Beautifully written and profoundly moving, this is the heartbreaking yet triumphant
story of how Randi Davenport navigated the byzantine and broken health care system and
managed not just to save her son from the brink of suicide but to bring him back to her again,
and make her family whole. In The Boy Who Loved Tornadoes, she gives voice to the
experiences of countless families whose struggles with mental illness are likewise invisible to the
larger world.

From Publishers WeeklyAn academic and writer at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
offers a dense, achingly inconclusive tale about her developmentally challenged son, whose
difficulties remain elusively untreatable and largely undiagnosed. Davenport writes poignantly
about her increasing sense of helplessness over the years as her son, Chase, moving into his
teens, grows harder and harder to manage, from his inability to focus and sit still, to his paranoia
and obsession with morbid thoughts, his seizures, to his eruptive agitation and truculence that
eventually warranted long-term hospitalization. What was wrong with him? Davenport lists the
dozens of doctors' suggestions over the years, from autism and severe ADHD to seizure
disorder, psychosis, and schizophrenia. Yet, stubbornly, Chase's diagnosis remains unnamable,
and a plethora of drugs often fail him, such as Clozaril, which checked his psychosis but left him
vegetative. Chase's indefinable state proves problematic for insurance providers, who cut off his
hospital coverage though no long-term care facility will take him. As a result, Chase has to spend
a frightening stint at the state mental hospital. Davenport's memoir is intensely thorough and
affecting. (Mar.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved.From BooklistDavenport’s painful story reveals how she, husband Zip, and also
his physician responded when their son Chase began exhibiting behavioral irregularities as a tot.
The doctor’s assessment was that Chase may have had developmental problems but nothing to
fret over. Chase entered school, and his difficulties escalated. Teachers requested numerous
parent conferences, and Chase was frequently sent home for disruptive behavior. School
counselors and specialists couldn’t pinpoint a particular diagnosis that encompassed Chase’s
problems. Alternately considered autistic, behaviorally disabled, and more, depending on who



was consulted, and because Chase fit into no neatly defined niche, most clinical interventions
failed. When he became fully psychotic as a teen, he entered the rabbit hole that is the American
mental health care system. It’s difficult to say which is more painful: Chase’s illness or
Davenport’s efforts to advocate for him as the by-then divorced, single mom tried to navigate a
system full of blind alleys and dead ends. This is a story with which far too many families can
probably identify. --Donna ChavezReview"An unforgettable memoir of a shattered family, a
mother's abiding love, and the frightening permutations of the human mind." --Elle"A gripping
memoir of motherly love and absolute devotion." --Kirkus"This is her gripping account of that
unrelenting battle. It isn't a medical thriller that climaxes with an 11th-hour cure. The light of its
happy ending burns low, but in this courageous mother's eyes it shines as bright as the sun." --
Boston GlobeAbout the AuthorRandi Davenport received her MA in creative writing from
Syracuse University as well as a PhD in literature. Her short fiction and essays have appeared in
publications like the Washington Post, the Ontario Review, the Alaska Review, and Film/
Literature Quarterly. She is the executive director of the James M. Johnston Center for
Undergraduate Excellence at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.Read more
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j J. Deal, “Important Message. This is not a "Look what I've been through and feel sorry for me"
book. It's a factual and personal recounting of the effects ofmental illness on a family who
struggles to find help in a world where the system puts up road blocks at every turn. This
important story should be a wake-up call for all of us who think we'll never have to worry about
things like autism or bipolar disorder or depression. Randi Davenport helps us understand that
even though little is known about these afflictions and that there are no sure treatments, our
system for dealing with them needs an overhaul.Your heart will ache for The Boy Who Loved
Tornadoes and for his mother who would not give up until she got the help she needed for her
son. Beautifully told.”

Western PA reader, “Educational book. As a former psychology and sociology major I found this
book to be greatly interesting. The twists and turns in this family's life were extraordinary. The
mother's diligence in finding help for her son was amazing. Families of special needs children
and those who work with them would enjoy it.”

Barbara Goldberg, “Riveting. As s mental health provider and a mother I could feel the frustration
and despair everyone felt in finding care for Chase. Through love and perseverance, hope
prevailed.  A very inspiring book.”

Nancy Walton, “I have become a fan of Randi Davenport because of .... I have become a fan of
Randi Davenport because of that book I have just finished "The End of Always" I hope to find
more.........”

Mark Applegate, “Brilliant.. I loved this book, start to finish. The story was captivating, the
emotions very real; you should read this one.”

Cammie, “Fast Read. I thought it was a great book but I taught Austistic Children for years.
Someone not as familiar with Autisim may not have enjoyed it as much.”

Melisande T., “Beautiful and Heartbreaking. When I picked up this book, intending to simply
glance through the first few pages, I found myself instantly drawn into Dr. Randi Davenport's
finely spun world, and was unable to put the book down until I had finished it. Riveting, painful,
and, ultimately, inspiring, this is an incredible book. It is a story worth telling, as well as a story
well told.Davenport has found the courage to chronicle her son's illness without any
melodramatic embellishments or overwrought appeals to the reader. Her story is told in a frank,
stark, and oddly beautiful style that at once makes her overwhelming love for her children plain,
though she does not attempt to paint herself as a heroine or as anything other than a mother
struggling to do the best for her kids in an impossible situation.I have read many memoirs in



which forgettable writing is made up for by an interesting story, and others in which a rather
boring, ordinary narrative is rendered memorable through the use of skilled writing. This falls into
neither of those categories.The Boy Who Loves Tornadoes is one of those rare memoirs in
which a truly captivating story is brought to life by a talented writer. Davenport's prose is spare,
gorgeous, and incredibly affecting. This moving story of her son's illness, her daughter's
sadness, and the desintegration of their family plays out like a feature film, with characters so
well drawn that they appear in the reader's head.The structure of the book pulls the reader along
like a pair of speeding trains, with scenes from the present interspersed with memories from the
past, until the two timelines crash together and create one heartbreakingly clear picture of a
child in crisis.This is a book written by a mother about her children and her attempts to do her
best for both of them, especially her son, who is diagnosed with developmental disabilities and
mental illness. Yet this book will not appeal merely to the parents of children with special needs,
or the parents of any children, or to people who love someone with a disability. This book speaks
to the humanity and the ability to love that is inside all of us. I highly recommend this book to
anyone who has ever loved anyone else. Period.”

C. M. Sienko, “More than just a recollection of difficult times. I can't truthfully say that I've read all
that many memoirs in my life; I've read fewer still about families coping with mental illness. That
said, Davenport's book stands tall not just as an historical record of her family's nearly
unimaginable struggles, but as a creative work written with an ability to construct an almost
literary structure, framing the events in an emotional and chronological span that encompasses
multiple lives, decades, and locations.Because of Davenport's skill as a writer, "The Boy Who
Loved Tornadoes" encompasses not just the primary story at hand, but Davenport's own
experiences growing up as an aspiring poet (including the common tendency among poets to
glorify mental illness as a divine state), her perceptions of mental illness, and the struggle to
make sense of the chemical and psychological tethers that bind her son, Chase, and baffle
caregivers at all levels of the medical community. Her cross-country travels as a professor, the
dissolution of a failed marriage, and her attempts to simulate a normal life (even when none
seemed possible) with her daughter, Haley, as well as her struggles against a health care
system that constant seeks loopholes in order to push the most difficult patients (who are, by
default, those also in the most need of care) out into a nearby alley imbues the true-life story with
rich, complex emotions and situations. At times, the book reads like an especially intense one-
act play between two players; at other times, gentle memories or sly asides evoke not just the
low moments, but also the flickering moments of relief and clarity. Far from maudlin, the book is
written by an author with a gift for (and love of) language that dissects fleeting, intangible
emotions and delivers them to the reader in a very comprehensible way.If you are a parent who
has traveled down this same difficult path, you will no doubt find solace in aspects of this book.
However, readers with no comparable experiences would still be advised to immerse
themselves in this intense, harrowing, and ultimately transformative memoir.”



stabby, “ZOE. thats it i,v red it wooooooo hoooooooi loved it(you will love it too)if someone will
say i hate it that is not truetornadoes there there......... lovely!!big ones small ones i still love
them but i never seen one befor i,v watchedtornadoes on youtube thobut i loved it!”

The book by Randi Davenport has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 19 people have provided feedback.
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